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POSITION: PRE-SALES ENGINEER 
           _______________ 

 
BE PART OF OUR COE TEAM. 'This Center of Excellence (COE) brings together people from different disciplines 
and provides shared facilities/resources. It is sometimes called a “competency center” or “capability center”.  
This COE is often the team leading the way in exploring and adopting new technology tools, techniques, or 

business best practices. It is designed to drive innovation, improvement, create an organizational structure 

that encourages different members to measure, experiment, and push each other forward. By promoting 

more transparency and more shared results for the organization to align around business goals, rather than 

individual departmental metrics. 

WHAT YOU WILL DO: 

Develop and execute sales strategies to achieve sales targets, growth objectives and profitability in assigned 

markets within ASEAN. Exceed sales figures by developing and deepening relationships with customers 

through frequent interactions to ensure total customer satisfaction. 

 

JOB DESCRIPTION: 

1. Responsible for providing pre-sales activities, presentation, technical solutions to promote and maxim-
ize sales for the spectrum of Fuji Bridex products and systems to target markets and customers either 
directly or via partners. 

2. Work with Engineering Team to provide technically sound & commercially competitive System Solution 
proposals to satisfy customers’ requirements. 

3. Attend site show-rounds, assess site conditions to create optimum proposals for tender submissions 
and execute thorough follow-up till tender award. 

4. Prepare, resource and compile tender documents in accordance to required format and to comply 
with project specifications both technically and commercially. 

5. Review and technically comply to customer’s specifications.  
6. Key focus to develop Sodium-ion Batteries and Thermal Management segment. 
7. Conduct prescription activities to consultants and specify into customer’s applications. 
8. Enhance existing customer base and develop new customers to ensure continuous sales growth. 
9. Organize relevant sales & marketing, training activities to increase awareness and reach. 
10. Diligently manage project costing to provide for full specifications coverage. 
11. Deliver on-time & accurate reports on the development of activities, e.g. Customer Visits, Order Book-

ing, Revenue & Forecast. 
 
KPI TARGETS 

 Meeting and Growing meeting prescription target iaw Order / Revenue.  

 Provide Monthly reports on pre-sales activities, development updates to the management. 

 Manage the customer accounts with professionalism. 

 Enhance the hit-rate via value added proposals. 

 Direct & Organize Tender submissions both Technically and Commercially. 

 Organize and execute related events for assigned customers. 

 Demonstrate a Determined & Positive attitude. 
 
HUNGRY HUMBLE HONEST 
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REQUIREMENTS: 

 Diploma or Degree in Electrical Engineering or other related qualification. 

 Minimum 3 to 5 years relevant low voltage products experience in sales and key account management 
are required. 

 Must have strong application and technical knowledge in power distribution, motor starter solutions, 
control & protection products will be added advantage. 

 Able to work independently in a challenging and demanding environment. 

 Communicate effectively, Customer orientation, Flexibility and self-learning, Negotiation, Professional at-
titude, Teamwork. 

 Excellent business acumen with an entrepreneurial spirit. 

 Energetic, sales-driven and good interpersonal skills. 

 Must be ambitious and possess an excellent organizational, interpersonal and leadership skills. 

 Good relationship with relevant OEM, SI, consultants, control panel builder, contractors and distributor 
network would be added advantage. 

 


